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I.B.Tauris & Co Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Pindar, Richard Stoneman, The 6th/5th century BCE Greek
melic (or songwriting) poet Pindar was one of the most
celebrated lyricists of antiquity. His famous victory odes offer a
paean to the heroic athlete, and collectively are an attempt to
encapsulate, through choral songs of exaltation, the glory of the
sportsman's moment of victory - whether in athletics or horse-
racing - at a variety of Panhellenic festivals and Olympian
games. Yet Pindar, though still respected, is now considered a
difficult poet, and is sometimes dismissed as a reactionary,
celebrating an aristocratic world that was passing and that
deserved to pass. In this first work on the subject for many years,
Richard Stoneman shows that Pindar's works, while at first
seeming obscure and fragmentary, reward further study. An
unmatched craftsman with words, and witness to a profoundly
religious sensibility, he is a poet who takes modern readers to
the heart of Greek ideas about the gods, fleeting human
achievement and fallibility. The author examines questions of
performance and genre; patronage; imagery; and reception,
beginning with Horace.
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ReviewsReviews

This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ea nu Johns-- K ea nu Johns

This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the
author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch-- Tobin Lesch
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